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Dear Sirs, 
this is to inform you that Odessa DIAGILEV CENTER offers 
cooperation in various fields and forms including joint venture 
establishment. 

Now, some information concerning our company goals and deeds: 
Odessa DIAGILEV CENTER was set up in late 1991 as a limitad 
liability company by a group of enthusiasts who stríved to 
survive the name and follow the way of S.P. Diagilev, the 
outstanding Russian producer and founder of the famous Slav 
culture events known to the world as THE WORLD OF ART and THE 
RUSIAN SEASONS : 

At present our goals to pursue are support and assistance of 
the great art , resuscitation of the sponsor tradition , 
rebuilding the cultural and business bridges that existed in the 
past between Ukraine , Russia , Europe and the rest of the 
world. Our most extensive program to run is going to be GLOBAL 
DIAGILEV SEASONS . 

Our deeds as of now are modest as compared to our plans, but 
still we managed to be the first cultural body in this country 
to celebrate the 120th anniversary of Diagilev's birthday by 
promoting three exhibitions of Odessa painters and sculptors 
and chamber music concerts 	religious choir performances 
as well as by organising the Diagilev memorial event in 
Odessa Opera House. We also arrange monthly free of charge 
admitance to ah l the Museums of our city and give financial aid 
to the so called Unions of Creative Activities 
incorporating people of some artistic trades, e.g. the Cinema - 
Makers Union, the Painters Unjan, the Composers Unjan , as well 
as to the veterans of the scene. 

We also support financially the Porto Franco newspaper issued in 
Odessa , artists, painters , sculptors and orphan students of the 
Richelie Lyceum , the Chamber Music Orchestra based at the 
premises of ,the Odessa Scientists.  Club, the FRESCOES Modern 
Music Ensemble; among others,our protege is Sergei Terentiev, 
"the outstanding musician"( as the Italian GENOVA newspaper put 
it ). 
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We have arrangements made to run and pay the rent of the 
artistic studio for Michail Reva , a gifted sculptor who won the 
1991 Great Gold Medal award by the Painting Art Aeademy, - 
well, so much for that , since this list can be extended 
endlessly. 

We note only that Odessa DIAGILEV CENTER charity expenses are 
in fact 80 % of its annual profits, but as the situation these 
days is getting harder 	one needs more money and aid to 
preserve the culture in this country. 

Odessa DIAGILEV CENTER is asking you to spread this information 
to the companies of your city that may be interested in setting 
up business, tourist and cultural ties with Odessa and other 
Ukrainian towns. 

We could offer ( and we have some experience in it) some forms 
of cooperation 	e.g. the so called "gangway -to- gangway" type 
service support providing negotiations of your companies with 
the Ukrainian firms, which includes a meeting at the airport, 
hotel accomodation and transportation ,cultural and social programs, 
and all this at moderaté prices. 

We could also provide information about a company that you took 
interest in, to arrange special tourist trips 	to receive some 
musical bands and orcherstras, etc. 

We are waiting for your reply at this address: 

Jeanne Perekrestova, 
Director 
Odessa DIAGILEV CENTER 
84 Sverdlova St 
270012 
Odessa 
City on the Black Sea 
phone 25-59-95 
fax 8-0482-22-01-52 

Respectfully yours, 

Jeanne Perekrestova, 
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